
 

Navigate to the site: https://sites.google.com/openupmusic.org/oo-online-sessions/activities 

 

Here you will find two musical topics to choose from:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is good about this resources is for each activity there is a multi-sensory approach given for each 

activity. Here is an example from the ‘On the Seashore’ 

Multi sensory: Make your own Wave Drum 

Resources: 
 Big Tupperware tub (the more see-through the better) 
 Granulated sugar or dried pules - anything small that rolls is ideal 

Method: 
 Fill the tub so your contents just covers the bottom 
 Raise the tub up so your child is looking up at bottom of tub (or adjust position to suit mobility) 
 Slowly tip the tub so the contents slowly rolls from side to side when instructed to play quietly 
 Alternatively sit opposite your child and share the drum holding each end or helping your child to 

hold it and slowly tip drum in sympathy with their movements, however small 
 Quickly shake, tap and turn the tub when instructed to play loudly 
 Your child may want to interact with the contents of tub. Try to model slow picking up and dropping, 

contrasted with quick stirring as instructed to play loudly or quietly 

 

Within the site is mentioned the music app Clarion™. This app has been developed for people who find 

conventional instruments inaccessible. It works on iPad, Windows and Eyegaze computers and can be 

played with any part of the body. I have log in details to use for this app so please do get in touch using the 

details below if you would like these.  

It would be wonderful to see what your child/ person in your bubble thought of the music and the 

activities you chose to complete. You can add your photos to Evidence for Learning or send Sarah-Grace an 

email at sfarrer@ellentinkham.devon.sch.uk that would be very much appreciated.  
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